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Innovation Potential 

 

Having a clean surface, is an important base requirement for the painting process. This is the 

reason that ionising devices are used by painting and varnishing companies and body shops. 

 

These devices use electrical energy and air pressure to ensure that vehicle surfaces are less 

susceptible to dust and lint by neutralising the static charge on parts and surfaces. In this way, 

such impurities have much more difficulty adhering to surfaces in general and specifically to 

vehicle surfaces. 

 

The IONSTAR, the latest development of Bavarian based company Herrmann-Lack-Technik 

GmbH, generates the energy necessary for this process via a turbine located within the device 

itself. 

 

The IONSTAR anti-static gun thus requires no power supply via cable, no batteries or battery-

packs; this is the all-important unique feature of this in-house developed anti-static pistol. This 

benefit makes IONSTAR the only solution of this kind for painting workshops or body shops, which 

works on the basis of a turbine as a supplier of the required energy. 

 

Because the device does without power cables or batteries of any kind, it is much lighter than 

other solutions and allows greater flexibility of use. These advantages ensure that the painter has 

more freedom to work and less stress during the individual preparation steps that proceed the 

painting operation. 

 

Once it is connected to the compressed air system, the IONSTAR anti-static gun neutralises 

electrostatic charge and cleans in a single operation. With the aid of the integrated turbine, the 

device generates a strong jet of air which is rich in positive and negative ions. 

 

In addition, the IONSTAR is EX certified (according to the ATEX Directive 2014/34 EU) and thus 

approved for use in spray booths and at spot repair workstations. 

 

 
If you have further questions please contact us. 
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